NEW
OUTDOOR
HEATING
INNOVATIVE INFRARED HEATING OF UNCOMPROMISING QUALITY

Hospitality

Domestic

Commercial

In all commercial domestic and hospitality environments serene
infrared electric heaters are the best choice!
•

•

•

•

All Serene heaters feature heavy duty mounting
brackets that allow the heaters to be wall or pole
mounted (S6068) wall mounted or hung from a
ceiling (S6066) or are totally portable (S6069).
Our Outdoor heaters have a high IP (ingress proof)
ratings of IP 65 or IP54 for long efficient life in harsh
Hot, Cold and Dusty conditions. Most cheap retail
Outdoor heater that have IP ratings of only IP20 or
21 and will only last a year or two.
Directional heat with no toxic polluting Gas
emissions and 90% cheaper to run than polluting
Gas heaters.
Built from heavy duty di-cast aluminium to
commercial standards to deliver trouble free
performance for many years.

•

Perfect also for INDOOR use in large spaces, public
building, warehouses, churches sports venues & halls.

•

Serene Short Wave High Intensity Quartz heaters
work like the sun and have a warming effect the
instant the heaters are switched on warming people
and objects rather than the air thus they only need to
be ON when the area is occupied.

•

All Serene Infrared heaters feature new generation
ULG Ultra Low Glare gold lamps that reduce glare by
70% and last for up to 7000 hours.

•

Serene Bluetooth and remote control systems on the
Shadow ULG S6066 enable heat output to be varied
from 3 to 100% allowing these heaters to be the
cheapest to run of all Outdoor heaters.

www.serene-ind.com

SORROCCO

Designed specifically for maximum heat output
with an oversized polished reflector and high end
Gold quartz 3000-hour halogen infrared lamp.

QUALITY DESIGN
‘Sorroco’ is designed and built to commercial standards from the highest quality materials to last
many years and features the latest low glare reflector protected by crystal safety glass lens. Perfect for
Domestic Hospitality and Commercial applications as Sorroco can also be used indoors.

HIGH PERFORMANCE

FLEXIBLE USE

‘Sorroco’ comfortably heats an area of 5 -10 square
meters using a patented gold coated infrared lamp
that emits no UV and last 3000 hours. Up to 90%
cheaper to run than polluting gas heaters.

Designed to be used for a large variety of
applications with ‘easy-mount’ wall and pole
brackets included plus a heat lamp that is easy to
change by the user.

WEATHERPROOF

EASY TO INSTALL

To IP54 and safe to be used in any climate, from
tropical heat to torrential rain, dusty conditions or
intense cold.

‘Sorroco’ can be plugged into any suitable power
outlets or directly wired and the heavy duty brackets
are easy to fix.

5 YEAR REPLACEMENT WARRANTY
Many cheap units fail or leak after a few months
use but ‘Sorroco’ is designed to give many years of
service under tough conditions.

Model S6068

* Not including lamps

INFRARED ELECTRIC OUTDOOR HEATING HAS
SIGNIFICANT BENEFITS COMPARED TO GAS HEATING

P
P
P
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Up to 90% lower running costs
Instant heat with no initial warm up time
Heat does not blow out in a breeze
Safe and odourless

HEAT OUTDOORS

SHADOW
ULG

The worlds first and only fully Bluetooth App
controlled Infrared Outdoor Heater with Stepless
heat control – 100 to 3000 watts.

CONTROL

COMFORT

Operate up to 100 units from one Smart phone iPad
or Computer including on-board timer or use the
integrated controls or the remote handset included.

Infrared-Scientifically designed double parabolic
reflector delivers massive efficiency and power to
properly heat up to 12 Square meters.

QUALITY

WEATHERPROOF

Built from heavy duty di-cast aluminium to
commercial standards to deliver trouble free
performance for many years.

To IP65 and safe to be used in any climate, from
tropical heat to torrential rain, dusty conditions or
intense cold.

EASY CHANGE LAMPS

LONG LIFE LAMP

Changing a lamp, no longer takes 20 minutes and
an engineering degree... 5 minutes and a screw
driver is all you need. Shadow is exclusively fitted
with the worlds most advanced lamp connection
system enabling almost anyone to change a faulty
or 1 broken lamp in a matter of a few minutes. No
loss in weather/waterproofing (IP65) whatsoever.

Long life exclusive Ultra Low Glare infrared lamp
with up to 7,000 hours’ life.

INSTALLATION
Fast and simple to Wall or Ceiling mount using the
heavy duty brackets and chains included.

INDOOR
Perfect also for INDOOR use in large spaces, public
building, warehouses, churches, sports venues
events and halls.

Remote Control
Our latest integrated IR remote control
option for the ultimate all in one heater.
The handset allows you to switch between
different heat settings as well as on/off.

Model S6066

* Not including lamps

HEAT OUTDOORS

APPOLLO

A totally portable heavy duty infrared heater that
can be placed almost anywhere in total safety

TOTALLY PORTABLE

SIMPLE TO USE ANYWHERE

Designed by our engineers to provide a solid and
sturdy OUTDOOR and INDOOR heater that can be
placed almost anywhere.

‘Appollo’ comes with a 3 meter rubberised cord set
and can be plugged into any suitable power outlet
and moved as needed.

HIGH PERFORMANCE

QUALITY DESIGN

‘Appollo’ comfortably heats an area of 6 square
meters using a patented gold coated infrared lamp
that emits no UV and last 3000 hours. Up to 90%
cheaper to run than polluting gas heaters.

The strong powder coated aluminium frame,
rubber elbow and base protectors make the
Portable Patio Heater completely non-slip and able
to be placed on a wide range of surfaces.

WEATHERPROOF
To IP54 and safe to be used in any climate, from
tropical heat to torrential rain, dusty conditions or
intense cold.

EASY CHANGE LAMPS

Model S6069

Fitted with the worlds most advanced lamp connection system enabling almost anyone to change a
faulty or 1 broken lamp in a matter of a few minutes.
No loss in weather/waterproofing (IP54) whatsoever.

* Not including lamps

SPECIFICATIONS

SHADOW ULG
S6066

SORROCCO
S6068

APPOLLO
S6069

Wattage

100 - 3000

1200

1200

Voltage

230 - 240

230 - 240

230 - 240

Size (cm)

L79 H50.4 D2.5 W12

L40 W19 H30.6

L51 W37 H33

IP Rating

IP 65

IP 54

IP 54

HONG KONG
t: +852 2325 3209
f: +852 2325 3166
info@serene-ind.com

NEW ZEALAND
t: +64 (3) 344 5550
Free f: 0800 437 264
nzenquiry@serene-ind.com

Serene Industries Limited reserves the right to alter both specifications and detail without notice.
Errors and omission excepted (E&OE)

AUSTRALIA
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f: +61 (3) 9699 6422
Free f: +1800 561 961
enquiries@serene-australia.com

